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ABSTRACT 
A variant of the revised simplex method is given for solving linear programs with 
5I  + L equations, L of which have the property that each variable has at most one 
nonzero coefficient in them. Special cases include transportation problems, programs 
with upper bounded variables, assignment and weighted istribution problems. The 
algorithm described uses a working basis of M rows for pivoting, pricing, and inversion 
which for large L can result in a substantial reduction of computation. This working 
basis is only M • M and is a further eduction of the size found in an earlier version. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
The application of linear programming to large systems inevitably leads to programs 
with special structure. One such structure arising frequently in distribution, produc- 
tion scheduling and optimal control problems is a linear program in which each 
variable has at most one nonzero coefficient in the lastL equations which is nonnegative, 
and the last L constant terms are positive. This is the problem we study here. See also 
[1]. In Section IV we indicate the necessary modifications to handle negative coefficients 
in the last L equations. By normalizing the variables and multiplying the equations by 
constants, we can assume without loss of generality that all nonzero coefficients and 
constants in the last L equations are l 's [See Eq. (1)]. 
The / th  set of variables or columns, Sr, will refer (depending on context) to those 
variables or columns corresponding to the columns of coefficients in (1) with 1 as 
their M + tth component. So, the 0th set, is the set corresponding to columns with 
zeros for the M + 1st through M + Lth coefficients. 
* This research as been partially supported by the Office of Naval Research under Contract 
Nonr-222(83) with the University of California. Reproduction i whole or in part is permitted 
for any purpose of the United States Government. 
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Max x o subject o 
aN +-~h + "" + A?% + A~+%.+, ... + ~.~1,.,,, + Ai,+%,+1+ ... + a~% +... +,q~-~% ..... +... + A~ = ~, 
A~, + &.~ + ... + A~x. + A~+%, + ... + ~,~.,.o, + ~%+~ + ... + A>,, + ... + A~-~+,~ .....+... + A~x~.-b~ (1) 
xn,+t + "'" + x~ t = 1 
x,,+t + "" + .%, = 1 
x~L_,+ x + ... + x~, = 1. 
We assume that the system (1) is of full rank and denote by [Ah,..., AiM+q, a basis 
for the system. We always assume A h = A ~ the coefficient of the variable to be 
optimized. Bold-face type is used to differentiate coefficient vectors with all M + L 
components from the reduced vectors of the first M coefficients, which are in l ight- 
face type. Individual components Ai ~ of these two different ypes of vectors will not 
be bold-faced since they differ only in the number of their components. 
THEOREM 1. At least one variable from each set S~ is basic, 1 ---- O,...,L. 
Proof. Since our system is assumed to be full rank, if [Ah,..., AiM+L] is a basis 
any M + L vector b can be expressed as a linear combination of the columns of basis. 
In  particular, if the M + lth, l = 1,..., L, component of b is nonzero at least one of 
the basic columns must have a nonzero element in this component and, therefore, 
belong to S~ 9 A ~ = A h ~ S O . 
THEOREM 2. The number of sets containing two or more basic variables is at most 
M- -1 .  
Proof. Of the M + L basic variables, L + 1 of them are in different sets by 
Theorem I. This leaves at most M- -  1 basic variables to compose sets with more 
than one basic variable. 
The  sets containing two or more basic variables plus the set S o are called essential 
sets. An essential set for one basis may become an unessential one in the next. 
In  the next section we outline the method; in the following we formalize it as an 
algorithm. In  the last section we indicate some extensions and, finally, in the Appendix 
the method is carried out on an example. 
I I .  THE METHOD 
Given a feasible basis 1 {Ah,..., A~u+L}, we assume we have selected for each St ,  
l = 1 ..... L one basic variable x~z to be the key variable. A k~ is said to be the key column. 
1 Obtaining a first feasible solution is accomplished using this method with a Phase I setup as 
in the usual simplex method. 
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S O has no key column. We then consider the system obtained by subtracting the key 
columns from ever), other column in their respective sets [in (2) we assume for 
simplicity that the key variable was the first one in each set]. In this modified 
system 
ACYo + "" + A 'y , ,~ + A",§ ~ ! (.: l" ~"--. A "*§ ?,, . b "'" + (.4": - -  A~'*)y,q ~ -. + .t.J:-, ,*j.,,,,~_,+~  ... + (A.L _ A.t.-,4a) y . t  " = b 
1->~. o . . . . . . . . . . .  o =! (2  ) 
1 "Y.t...~.+,t . . . . . . . .  0 = 1, 
where 
yj = x~, j = 0,..., n o , 
nt+l  
Y~,~+I = ~ xi,  i = 1, . . . ,L - -  I, 
j=n~+8 
Yn~+~ = x,~+~, i = 1 ..... L -- 1; j = 2 ..... nt+x. 
the value of the key variables corresponding to any feasible solution must clearly 
be one. We treat these variables as we would variables at upper bound in an upper 
bounded variables algorithm for the revised simplex method and subtract their 
coefficients from the right-hand side. We then introduce the following notation: 
if A j ~ S~ we let 
Dk, = A~t, 
D j = A ~-  A~, j =/: k~, 
(3) 
L 
We then can consider D i for j  ---- k~ (key) to be absent from the system. The working 
basis, B, is given by B = {DJ[A j is basic and not key}. Since there are exactly L key 
columns it is clear that B has M columns. We assume B 1 = A ~ corresponds to the 
coefficient of the variable to be optimized. We define the derived system to be 
Z y~D~ = d, (4) 
and it is easy to prove. 
THEOm~M 3. B is a basis for (4). 
Proof. Suppose ~ AjBJ = 0. Since B~ differs from B j [the same column considered 
in the system depicted in (2)] by only 0 components Y' ,~jB j = 0. But this implies 
that the B j plus the key columns are linearly dependent since the B j by themselves 
are linearly dependent. On the other hand, this set is obtained from a (nonsingular) 
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basis by subtraction of columns from within the set which does not reduce the rank, 
yielding a contradiction. 
By Theorem 2 there exist at most M -- 1 sets with more than one basic variable. 
These sets and S o are the only sets which contain members of B and will be referred 
to as the essential sets. 
Thus, with each feasible basis for the original system (1), we have associated a set 
of L key variables and a basis for the derived system. We now show that we can carry 
out the steps of the simplex method using just the inverse B -1 of B, the reduced basis, 
and the corresponding basic solution of the derived system (4). 
The first step is to obtain a set of prices for (1). Let us denote by ~r = (zq ..... zrM) 
the prices on the first M equations and /~ = (/z 1 ..... rzL) the prices on the last L. 
These prices are determined uniquely by the condition that 
(Tr,/,)A ~ = (Tr,/,)A h = l ,  
(r,, ~)A ~, = 0, i = 2 ..... M + L. 
Let z7 =: (B-1)1, the first row of the inverse of the working basis B. It has the property 
that 
~'B 1 = ~A ~ = 1, 
~r = 0, j = 2 ..... M; 
i.e., ~ is a set of prices for (4). To extend ~ to a set of prices for (2) is trivial we simply 
set  
~,~=- -~A kz, l=  1 .... , L .  (5) 
Now for basic columns A j~, 
(~, ~)A h ~,,  k = (m/~)A ~--  0 if A t' is key 
or if A j* is not key, 
(zr,/~)A' = (~, ~)(B * + A k) for some k 
- -  (~, ~)B '  + (#, ~)A  ~ 
- -0+0.  
Thus (zL ~) is a set of prices for the original system (1). 
Using these prices we can "price out" the columns of (1) to find the next column 
to enter the basis. Using the usual simplex criterion, the incoming column A * would 
be chosen by 
A~ ----- (rr,/~) A '  = min(rr,/z) A s = min Aj 
J 
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where 
Aj = ~ ~'tAfl + m for A s ~ S~. 
Suppose A"~So.  If A, ~ O, we have an optimal basic feasible solution and we're 
done; otherwise, we bring A s into the basis. To do this, we must express A' and b 
in terms of the current basis for (1). If we let 
D~ = B-1D8 = B-~(A, - -  A~,), 
then 
M 
(A ' -- A~.) -- ~ DdB' = ~ D?(A,, -- A~,), (6) 
t=1 
where ~/~ indicates the column number in (2) corresponding to the ith column of the 
working basis and vi denotes the column number of the corresponding key variable. 
We denote the representation f A" in terms of the current basis by Aft; that is, 
M+L 
A"= ~ Ai'Ah. 
i=1 
From (6) we see 
l - -  ~ Dr" if Ah=At% 
v~k a 
Dfl if Ah=A~ for somet, (7) 
~'--fl= - -~Df l  if Ah=A,~ for somet, 
vtm3 i 
The current values for the variables in the basis bi are given either by updating the 
values of the previous iteration in the usual way or recomputed in a similar way to 
Aft above. That is, 
Let 
d = (d 1 ..... riM) be given by 
then 
(8) 
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and, as in (7), the b, are given by 
l 1 - -  ~ dt if AJ, is key 
g i= ~'=r t if Ah=A~t  for somet  (9) 
Finding the variable to leave the basis is accomplished in exactly the same way as 
in the ordinary simplex method. Let 
0 A__b," Zx min g~ , i= l  ..... M+L,  (10) 
- -  ArS --  ~I~'>o .ffi s 
where we, require that .fir s > 0. Let us assume A j, ~ S~. Three cases can occur in 
the updating process: 
(a) I f  S,  is not essential and A a~ E S~; i.e., the outgoing variable is the key variable 
in So then B remains unchanged, and A s simply replaces A j, as the key variable in So. 
This requires the updating of d which is accomplished as followsZ: 
d: = B-t  (b - ~ A~z - Ako + AJ" - A ~) 
g q:o 
= B -t (b -- X A~z -- An~ -- B-l( As -- Air) (11) 
g~cr 
= d - B-I(A 8 -- AJ~) 
=d- -D* .  
Observing that A j~ = Ako, we see that this is easy to compute since we already 
have d and the second term was generated in determining the 7I~ 8. 
(b) I f  A~, is not a key variable, then we update B -z simply by pivoting on the 
co lumn/)*  on the row which A jr -- Ako occupies in the working basis. In symbols 
B- l :  = PB -t where P is the matrix which performs the pivot, d is updated by 
applying this pivot to the old d. 
(c) I f  _/V,~S o is a key variable in an essential set, we must first change 
the key variable in Sp. To change the inverse of the working basis B, we 
consider all columns of B of the form _/P --  AJ~ there must be at least one such 
since after ~/s enters the basis Sp must contain a basic variable (Theorem 1). 
One of these columns, call it A ~, is to become the key variable. To get the new working 
basis/~ from the old one B we wish to multiply the column (in B) ~/~ --  AJ~ by --1 
to obtain A j~ --  7/~ and we wish to subtract A ~ --  7/J, from every other column of 
the form A j - -  A j~ fo r j  :/= k to obtain A i - -  A ~. That is (see footnote 2), 
i The symbol " : ---- " does not indicate equality but rather that the expression on the right 
replaces or (updates) the variable on the left, 
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B:  = BT  
1 
where T is of the form 
T = 0."0 - -1  . . . .  1 - -  1 - -1  . . . .  1 0 . . .0  
1 
1 
. (12)  
p ____ 
1 




As Orchard-Hays has remarked to one of the authors, we can, if we wish, express 
each transformation f the form (12) as a sequence of transformation f the form (13). 
Suppose we wish to express a matrix T in terms of transformations of the form (13), 
where - - l ' s  appear in columns h o , hi ..... h i ,  and suppose that the --!  in column h 0 
(13) 
The - - l ' s  occur in the columns corresponding to AJ ~ S. ,  and the row corresponds 
to the new key variable A k. 
B- l :  = T - IB -1  
and it is easily verified that T -1 = T, since applying the process twice replaces A ~ 
as the key variable. The values for d are updated by applying T -1. Now with the 
new key variable in Sp, we simply apply the process outlined in (b). 
With our updated B, y, and key variables, we are now ready to make another 
iteration. If the inverse of the working-basis i expressed in product form we have 
B-1 = 1~[ T ~, 
where each T t is either of the form (12) or (13) below, the latter resulting from 
a pivot on the rth element of the column (cq .... , c%) T, 
"1 --~l/~r 
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lies on the diagonal; in other words, all the -- l 's  are the h0th row. Let P(r, s) denote 
the pivot matrix (13) with ~. = 0 j  =# r, or s, ~ ---- 1 and ~8 = -- 1. When multiplying 
on the left, this matrix has the effect of subtracting the rth row from the sth row. 
Finally, let P(r, r) be the matrix with all plus ones on the diagonal except in the rth 
diagonal element which is --I. Every other element is zero. When multiplying on 
the right, this has the effect of multiplying the rth column by --I. It is then easy to 
see that 
T ---- P(h o , hk) P (h o , hk-1)"" P (ho, h~) P (ho, ho). 
III. DESCRIPTION OF ALGORITHM 
Referring to Fig. I, the algorithm takes place in the following steps: 
(1) We assume we enter the algorithm with the inverse B -t of the working basis, 
the value d of the appropriate basic solution of the derived system (4) and the set of 
key variables. To get this initial solution, the usual phase 1 procedure can be carried 
out in the obvious way. 
(2) LetTr i=(B-a) l  t for i :  1 .... ,M  and for each set Sz(l~# 0). 
M 
Let/~l : - -~  rr~A~ , where A kz is the key column in Sz. 
M 
LetA j= ~rr~Ai s+/~ for A jeSz .  
i--1 
Let 3 8 : rain A s and suppose A 8 e So. 
IrA8 >~ 0, we go to Step (3); otherwise, skip to (4). 
(3) Terminate; we have an optimal solution. 
(4) F ind/3 8 = B-1D e = B-1(A ~ -- Ako), J~8 [by means of Eq. (7)], and fa. [by 
means of Eq. (9)]. Use the usual simplex decision rule [Eq. (10)] to find the variable 
to be dropped, A s" , and suppose AJ'eSo. If A s, is key, go to step (5); if not 
Sp is essential, go to (6); if p = or, go to step (7). 
(5) We pivot with respect o/)~ in the row corresponding to D j~ in B "-t and 
update d by applying the pivot transform to it. We then return to step (1) for another 
iteration. 
(6) Make some basic column, say .4 ~, k =/= Jr in set S~ key instead of A s,. Update 
B -1 by applying acolumn transformation f the form (12) and update B -1 by B-l: 
T-XB -1. d is updated by d: ---- T-ld. We then can go to step (5). 
(7) Make .4 ' key instead of AS, and update d by d: --- d - /3~ Return to step (1). 
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(I) ENTER 
i 
Enter with inverse of workh~g i 
basis B "J, basic solution, 
d, to the derived system (4) 
and a set of L key variables J 
(2) i (3) 
min A- ~ 0 ] ~-J-~7~j Terminate c ~  
I usi,,,  ................ I so la t ion  is optic, j 
I min Aj = A s <O A s ~ s~ 
il F indD s, X s, andb, a, nd use. } 
i row criteria to findAJr the , 
! variable to be dropped i L 
IAJr c Sp 
(5) IA~ r_ not key 1A)r 
r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " key 
[ Pivot ~ DS hl the ~ Ow } (6) I sp essential ~ SO = sa nOt essential 
corresp0ndin~, to D in I (.75 ........... 
] [ in set Sp other than AJ r , i AJr and update d j 
~ _ ~ . ~  key. Update B-1, and d } [ 
FIG. 1. Flow diagram of the generalized upper-bound algorithm. 
IV. EXTENSIONS AND COMPUTATIONAL REMARKS 
When negative coefficients appear in the last L equations, the algorithm is changed 
in a quite obvious way. We can assume without loss of generality that the coefficients 
in the last L equations are + 1 or -- 1 and the lastL right-hand side components are + 1. 
Theorems 1, 2, and 3 still hold, and we can require that each key column have a +1 
in the last L equations ince clearly each set must have such a column which is basic. 
In the pricing process, if the column A J to be priced has a negative coefficient in the 
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last L components, the appropriate p is subtracted rather than added to rrAJ. To form 
the difference columns DJ, the key column, is added to columns with a --1 rather 
than subtracted and appropriate modifications in equations (7) and (9) must be 
made to reflect this. Other than these slight modifications, the algorithm proceeds 
exactly as before. 
The algorithm has been implemented by James Bigelow in collaboration with 
Mike Kasatkin of the Crown Zellarbach Corporation on the IBM 7094 computer by 
modifying the M-3 linear programming system. The implementation was particularly 
easy because it required only a slight modification of features usually present in 
current large-scale linear programming codes. In particular, the separable-program- 
ming logic was modified to handle the partition of the variables into sets and the 
system used to indicate the state of a variable was a slight generalization f that used 
in the upper-bounded variable algorithm. This code will handle problems with 
M ~< 100, L ~< 5,000 and N ~< 30,000. A test problem with N = 2813, L = 780, 
and M = 39 was solved in 15 minutes. The iterations were carried out at a rate of 
50 per minute. Solution time is to be contrasted with an estimated running time of 
150 minutes using an efficient general linear programming code a decrease in running 
time by a factor of 10. 
A further generalization of this method to the case of block staircase structure in 
the last L equations has been carried out by Kaul [2]. Similar approaches have also 
been investigated by Bennett [3], Rosen [4], and Charnes and Lemke [5]. 3 
Example: Consider the following example with M = 3. We seek to maximize xo . 
S O S 1 I $2 [ $3 $4 $5 
A 0 A 1 A 2 A 3 A 4 A 5 A e A 7 A s A 9 
1 0 2 0 3 4 5 1 --1 - -12 
1 1 --1 0 2 1 4 2 --3 6 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 






b~= (3 89 89 0 1 1 1 1 ) 
X X X X X 
8 We are indebted to the referee for this last reference. 
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The initial basis is A~ and A1A4ASA6A s are key. The working 
basis is B ~-- {A ~ A 2 - -  A 1, A 8 - -  A 1} is 
B =  - -2  - -  , 
0 
which has an invese 
B- l= ~ -~ - . 
0 
With the aid of (5) we find the prices [r = [89 89 ~; --89 --~, --~, --~, 2]. 
We then price out and find A 7 ~ S 4 wins. 
A7 _ 2~6 = g - l [d7  _ A 6] ~_. L _~ _1  _ 
0 
i.e., A 7 - -  A 6 = - -3A o - -  89 s - -  A 1) or A 7 = - -3A  o 4- 89 1 - -  89 s 4- A". 
giving a representation f A 7 in terms of the full basis; 
~7 = ( -3 ,  89 -~, o, o, 0, 1, 0) r. 
We obtain the values of the variables by considering 




b - -  ~,, A~" - -  3A ~ - -  89 ~ q- 89 2 
b = 3A ~ 4- 89 1 4- 89 z 4- A 4 4- A 5 4- A 6 4- AS; 
b=[3 ,  89  r. 
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We now determine the variable going out of the basis by 
0 = min b~ br 
~>o ~ = ~' -_dr ~ = 1 
and r could be 2 or 7. Taking it to be 7, we see that since the set S 4 is inessential 
and 0 = 1 we just replace A s by A 7 as a key variable and B remains unchanged. 
The new multipliers are 
['~, ~] = [~-, }, ~; --89 --{, --{, --~, 2] 
and this time A 9 eS 5 prices out optimally. 
[i ' B-I[A9 _ A s]  = - -~:  - -  
0 
that is, A 9 = - -A  ~ 4" 5A a - -  5A s 4" A s and/~9 = [--1, 5, --5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1]. 
4 
0 1 0 
[o] 
b --6A ~ + A 2 - -  A 1 + A 1 + A 4 + A 5 + A v + A s 
= 6A o + A s + A 4 + A 5 + A 7 + A s , 
b ----- [6,0, 1,0, 1, 1, 1, 1], 
0 ~ min b~ b2 0 . . . . .  r=2,  j~=l  
~t9:>0 2~i9 .~29 5 ' 
therefore, we want to drop A 1, which, however, is key. So first we must replace 
A 1 by A s as a key variable. To do this we take our current working basis 
B = [A ~ O, A s -  A 1, A 3 -A  1] 
and postmultiply it by [o i] T = --1 - -  , 
0 
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which has the effect of subtracting the second column from the third and reversing 
the sign of the second column. 
where 
Hence 
B'  = BT  = [A ~ A 1 - -  A s, A 3 -  A~], 
(B') -1 = T-1B-1, 





We then pivot in the vector column 
0 
[00 
(B ' ) - I (Ag-AS)  --  - I  ~ --  
0 0 
on the second component. 
This gives us a new inverse basis 
=I-i] 
B-1 = pB ' - I  
=[i  !][-! 0 [911 7] 
20 20 
- -  ! 1 . 
~~176 ~J 
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The new prices are 
9 11 7 7 49 47 31 42 
(~ '~6 '~;  20' 20' 20' 20 '~ )' 
and upon pricing out we find that all columns price out nonnegatively and the optimal 
solution is given by 
and 
[ , , - zA ,q  = i911201  l[il 
L% 
[!] 
b - -  A 2 - -  A 4 - -  A 5 - -  A 7 - -  A s = 6A ~ 
or 
b = [6, 1,0, 1, 1, 1, 1,0], 
the values of the basic variables. Another way to compute ~ is, of course, by 
the usual formula for updating the values of the basic variables in the simplex method. 
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